## LAS POSITAS COLLEGE
### SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATH, & PUBLIC SAFETY
### Fall 2013

### VICE PRESIDENT OF ACADEMIC SERVICES
Janice Noble, Ph.D.

### DEAN OF ACADEMIC SERVICES
Lisa Everett (Interim) 1.0

### ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
Karin Rose 1.0

#### VITICULTURE/HORTICULTURE
INSTRUCTOR
(Temporarily moved to BSBA)

#### ENGINEERING
INSTRUCTORS
Carolyn Slutz-baranousk .25
Keith Level 1.0

#### ALLIED HEALTH
INSTRUCTORS
Surgical Technology
Vacant 1.0

#### PUBLIC SAFETY
INSTRUCTOR
Administration of Justice
Mark Tarte 1.0
Fire Science
Ronald Johansen 1.0

#### MATHEMATICS
INSTRUCTORS
Robert August 1.0
Dale Boercker 1.0
Greg Daubennire 1.0
Ashley McHale 1.0
Teti Henson 1.0
Cynthia Keune 1.0
Jason Morris 1.0
Randy Taylor 1.0
Kristine Woods 1.0
Craig Kutil 1.0
Howard Blumenfeld 1.0
Jennie Graham 1.0
Ruchira Majumdar 1.0

CLASSIFIED
Instructional Assistant III
Vacant (10 mo)
Instructional Assistant II
Vacant (10 mo)
Diane Duffy (10 mo) 0.25

#### COMPUTING STUDIES
INSTRUCTORS
John Gonder 1.0
Debbie Fields 1.0
LaVaughn Hart 1.0
Moh Daoud 1.0
Colin Schatz, Ph.D. 1.0

CLASSIFIED
Instructional Assistant II
Hermina Sarkis-Kelly (12 mo) 1.0
Jennifer Farber (10 mo) 1.0
Larysa Karpylovych (10mo) 0.575
Vacant (9 mo) 0.275
Instructional Computer Lab Specialist
Greg Johns (12 mo) 1.0

#### SCIENCE
INSTRUCTORS
Astronomy / Physics
Kevin Ankoviak 1.0
Eric Harpell 1.0
Chemistry
Adeliza Flores 1.0
Michael Ansell 1.0
Richard Grow 1.0
Biological Sciences
Jill Carbone 1.0
Nan Ho 1.0
Barbara Zingg 1.0
Ann Hight 1.0
Vacant 1.0
Geology
Ruth Hanna 1.0

CLASSIFIED
Science Education Tech
Gerry Gire (12 mo) 1.0
Laboratory Technician
Gary Wilkes (10 mo) 1.0
Thomas Dodge (10 mo) 1.0
Carol Edson (10 mo) 0.75
Cindy Black (10 mo) 0.60
Brandon Butler (12 mo) 1.0
Vacant (10 mo) 1.0

#### APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
INSTRUCTORS
Automotive
Terry Johnson 1.0
Brian Hagopian 1.0
Welding
Scott Miner 1.0
CLASSIFIED
Instructional Assistant II
Neil Carey (10 mo) 0.60

#### TOOLROOM
CLASSIFIED
Lab Tech IV
James Weston (12 mo) 1.0